DECONVOLUTION OF NEUTRON DEPTH PROFILING SPECTRA
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Iterative methods for determining deconvoluted depth profiles from measured neutron depth profiling (NDP) energy spectra are presented. The methods account for energy broadening caused by system noise, energy straggling, multiple small angle scattering, and geometrical acceptance angles. Examples of the methods are given for known and unknown profiles of helium-3 and nitrogen-14.

1. Introduction

Neutron depth profiling (NDP) is successfully being used to determine concentration profiles of selected nuclides in various materials [1]. The technique makes use of a limited number of thermal neutron induced charged particle reactions. Table 1 lists the reactions with cross sections greater than one barn which are suitable for NDP measurements. Measurements are performed by illuminating a sample with a beam of thermal neutrons. When parent nuclides absorb a neutron, they emit a charged particle and a recoil atom. Since the incident neutron is of low energy (about 0.02 eV), particle emission is isotropic and the initial kinetic energies of the particles are uniquely defined by the reaction \( Q \) value. As the particles travel through the host material, they lose energy in a nearly continuous manner. A solid state detector measures the residual energy of the particles that have emerged from the surface of the sample and have entered the sensitive volume of the detector. This information is stored as an energy spectrum and ideally correlates to a depth profile by the relations

\[
x = \int E_0 \frac{dE}{S(E)}, \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{d}{x} = \cos(\theta),
\]

where \( E_0 \) is the initial energy of the particle, \( E(x) \) is the detected residual energy, \( S(E) \) is the particle stopping power in the host material, \( x \) is the pathlength of the particle, \( \theta \) is the emittance angle relative to the sample normal, and \( d \) is the depth within the sample of the parent nuclide.

As a result of energy broadening, particles originating from a depth \( d \) are not detected with a discrete energy \( E(x) \), as indicated by eq. (1), but give a distribution of energies defined by the measurement response function. The response function is the energy distribution of the initially monoenergetic particles emitted from a given depth. The broadening is caused by a) electronic noise in the detection system, b) energy straggling from the statistical nature of the slowing down process, c) multiple small angle scattering, which results in variations of particle pathlengths, and d) geometrical acceptance angles, which result in variations of detectable particle pathlengths.

Depth profiles are determined from energy spectra by deconvolution, or the unfolding of the response function from the measured data. Three main types of deconvolution procedures have been developed to perform this task [2]. These procedures include the direct method, the Fourier transform method, and the iterative method. The direct method suffers from noise in the deconvolute and is sensitive to the form of the original data. The Fourier transform method is prone to introducing mathematical artifacts into the deconvolute. To avoid these problems, the iterative method was selected for deconvolution development. This paper will describe

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Cross section ( (b) )</th>
<th>Reaction ( Q ) Value ( (keV) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>( {}^3\text{He}(n, p){}^3\text{H} )</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>( {}^6\text{Li}(n, \alpha){}^3\text{H} )</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>4782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>( {}^7\text{Be}(n, p){}^7\text{Li} )</td>
<td>48000</td>
<td>1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>( {}^{10}\text{Be}(n, \alpha){}^7\text{Li} )</td>
<td>3837</td>
<td>2790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>( {}^{14}\text{N}(n, p){}^{14}\text{C} )</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>( {}^{22}\text{Na}(n, p){}^{22}\text{Ne} )</td>
<td>31000</td>
<td>3624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>( {}^{40}\text{K}(n, p){}^{40}\text{Ar} )</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>( {}^{59}\text{Ni}(n, \alpha){}^{56}\text{Fe} )</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>5097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. Method

A depth profile is related to measured data by the convolution integral

\[ Y(x) = \int_0^\infty dx C(x) f(x', x), \tag{3} \]

where \( Y(x) \) is the measured distribution at depth \( x \), \( C(x) \) is the actual concentration at depth \( x \), and \( f(x', x) \) is the response function. Since NDP spectra are stored in a histogram manner as a function of energy by a multichannel analyzer, and the maximum depth to which a profile can be measured is related to the range \( R \) of the emitted particle, eq. (3) is rewritten with a change of variables as

\[ Y_n = \int_{E_n - \Delta}^{E_n + \Delta} dE' \int_0^R dx C(x) F(E', E(x)), \tag{4} \]

or as

\[ Y_n = \int_0^R dx C(x) \int_{E_n - \Delta}^{E_n + \Delta} dE' F(E', E(x)), \tag{5} \]

where \( Y_n \) is the measured counts in channel \( n \), \( E_n \) is the mean energy of channel \( n \), \( \Delta \) is one half the energy width of a channel, \( E(x) \) is the energy corresponding to a particle emitted from depth \( x \), and \( F(E', E(x)) \) is the energy response function. The energy response function is assumed to be a Gaussian of the form

\[ F(E', E(x)) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_{E(x)}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{E' - E(x)}{\sigma_{E(x)}} \right)^2 \right], \tag{6} \]

where \( \sigma_{E(x)} \) is one standard deviation of the Gaussian. The standard deviation of the response function is determined by the magnitude of the various mechanisms of energy broadening mentioned above. These mechanisms can be treated separately and the standard deviations of each of the four contributions are added in quadrature to form \( \sigma_{E(x)} \). Thus,

\[ \sigma_{E(x)} = \left[ \sum_i (\sigma_{E(x)})^2 \right]^{1/2}. \tag{7} \]

The integral of the energy response function is expressed in terms of the error function whereby eq. (5) may be written as

\[ Y_n = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^R dx C(x) \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{E_n + \Delta - E(x)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_{E(x)}} \right) - \text{erf} \left( \frac{E_n - \Delta - E(x)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_{E(x)}} \right) \right]. \tag{8} \]

Implicit in eq. (7) is the assumption that each mechanism of energy broadening may be represented by a Gaussian. The magnitude of each component is then described by its associated standard deviation. The evaluation of these energy broadening mechanisms follows.

2.1. Contributions to energy broadening

2.1.1. System noise

Detection system noise arises from a) electronic noise of the amplifier chain, b) intrinsic noise of the detector, primarily resulting from leakage current, and c) the statistical variation of ionizing events produced within the detector by a particle. The system noise is then characterized as

\[ \sigma_{SN}^2 = \sigma_{ELECT}^2 + \sigma_{DET}^2 + \sigma_{ION}^2, \tag{9} \]

where the subscripts of the standard deviations are \( SN \) for the total system noise, \( ELECT \) for the electronic noise, \( DET \) for the intrinsic detector noise, and \( ION \) for the ionization event variation.

Electronic noise and the detector intrinsic noise can be measured by feeding a signal from a precision pulser through the detection system. The resulting standard deviation of the pulser signal, \( \sigma_{PULSER} \), is then expressed as

\[ \sigma_{PULSER}^2 = \sigma_{ELECT}^2 + \sigma_{DET}^2. \tag{10} \]

This contribution to the system noise is observed to be independent of pulse amplitude and hence, particle energy.

For heavy charged particles, some energy is expended in phonon production near the end of their tracks within a detector [6]. The fraction of energy diverted from producing ionizing events is a function of the initial energy and mass of the particle. Since the pulse amplitude produced by a solid state detector is directly proportional to the number of ionizing events produced within its volume, phonon production results in a variation of pulse heights (and hence, energy determination) for heavy particles of the same initial energy.

For electrons or hydrogen isotopes (such as protons or tritons) variations resulting from phonon production are essentially zero and \( \sigma_{ION} = 0 \) [7]. Therefore, for light particles, the detection system noise is a constant and is represented as

\[ \sigma_{SN}^2 = \sigma_{PULSER}^2. \tag{11} \]
For heavier particles (with atomic numbers greater than or equal to two) where $\sigma_{\text{ION}}$ is not negligible, the system noise is a function of particle energy.

The fact that system noise is independent of energy for light particles can be verified by a NDP measurement of a surface layer. Since particles emitted from a surface layer do not travel through bulk material, measured peak widths are due only to system noise. Results from a NDP measurement of a surface layer of helium-3 deposited on an aluminum foil are presented in fig. 1. From the kinematics of the $^3\text{He}(n, p)^3\text{H}$ reaction, the emitted 572 keV protons and the 191 keV tritons have equal probability of being detected which is shown by the equal area under each peak. With equal peak areas and peak widths, this measurement indicates that system noise is independent of energy for light particles.

Energy dependent system noise for heavy particles can be determined by NDP measurements of selected surface layers at particle energies defined by the reaction $Q$ value. Due to the limited number of nuclides suitable for NDP measurements, only a few surface layer determinations of system noise for a given particle are possible. This would necessitate extrapolation to obtain system noise values at other energies.

### 2.1.2. Energy straggling

The contribution to energy broadening by energy straggling is determined by the Bohr model \[ \sigma_{\text{STRAGG}} = 4\pi Z_1^2 Z_2 e^4 N x, \] where $\sigma_{\text{STRAGG}}$ is the standard deviation of broadening caused by energy straggling, $Z_1$ is the atomic number of the emitted particle, $Z_2$ is the atomic number of the host material, $e$ is the electronic charge, $N$ is the atomic density of the host material, and $x$ is the pathlength of the emitted particle through the host material.

It has been shown that the Bohr model well represents the straggling data for protons in nickel when the proton energy loss is less than 350 keV regardless of initial proton energy \[9\]. Eq. (1) has been evaluated for the case of helium-3 in nickel and is presented in fig. 2 with the proton and triton residual energies plotted as a function of pathlength. As evident from the figure, the maximum depth that can be profiled is about 3 pm and for distributions deeper than 2 pm, the proton and triton signals would overlap. Therefore, NDP measurements of helium and nitrogen with profiles deeper than about 2 pm are generally not encountered. For these cases, proton energy loss is less than 350 keV and the Bohr straggling model is adequate for NDP deconvolution. However, for profiles deeper than 2 pm, another expression for energy straggling would be required.

### 2.1.3. Multiple small angle scattering

Energy broadening caused by multiple small angle
scattering may be approximated from

$$\sigma_{\text{SCATT}} = S(E(x)) \sigma_{x,\text{SCATT}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $$\sigma_{\text{SCATT}}$$ is the standard deviation of broadening caused by scattering, $$S(E(x))$$ is the particle stopping power, and $$\sigma_{x,\text{SCATT}}$$ is the spread in particle pathlengths due to scattering. The error propagation formula is applied to

$$x = d / \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

to determine the particle pathlength spread from a spread of emittance angles due to scattering, $$\sigma_{x}$$, which is expressed as

$$\sigma_{x,\text{SCATT}} = d \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{\cos^2 \theta} \right) \sigma_{\theta}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Substituting the average value of the emittance angle $$\bar{\theta}$$ for $$\theta$$, and a deflection angle width $$\sigma_{\theta}$$, for $$\sigma_{x}$$ in eq. (15), eq. (13) may be written as

$$\sigma_{\text{SCATT}} = S(E(x)) d \left( \frac{\sin \bar{\theta}}{\cos^2 \bar{\theta}} \right) \sigma_{\theta}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The deflection angle width may be expressed as [10,11]

$$\sigma_{\theta} = \frac{2 \gamma Z e^2}{Ea} \frac{2}{2.355} C(\pi a^2 N x)^M,$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $$a$$ is the screening parameter defined as $$0.885 a_0 (Z_1^{2/3} + Z_2^{2/3})^{-1/2}$$, $$a_0$$ is the Bohr radius equal to $$5.29 \times 10^{-11}$$ m, $$E$$ is the average residual energy of the particle, $$C$$ and $$M$$ are fitting parameters, and the other variables are as defined above. Data from Spahn and Groeneveld [12] was used to determine the fitting parameters giving $$C = 0.30$$ and $$M = 0.85$$.

2.1.4. Geometrical acceptance angles

Due to the finite solid angle subtended between the sample and detector, a range of emittance angles and hence, pathlengths, exists for a given depth of particle emission. Variation in pathlengths results in a corresponding variation in detected particle residual energy. The contribution to energy broadening by geometrical pathlength broadening, $$\sigma_{\text{GEOM}}$$, is approximated by

$$\sigma_{x,\text{GEOM}} = S(E(x)) \sigma_{x,\text{GEOM}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $$\sigma_{x,\text{GEOM}}$$ is the spread in particle pathlengths due to the possible range of acceptance angles. The spread in pathlengths is determined from

$$\sigma_{x,\text{GEOM}}^2 = \int_0^{\pi/2} P(\theta) (x - \bar{x})^2 d\theta,$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $$P(\theta)$$ is a normalized probability distribution of detectable emission angles. Since

$$x = d / \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

then

$$\bar{x} = \int_0^{\pi/2} P(\theta) \frac{d}{\cos \theta} d\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

or

$$\bar{x} - d \langle \frac{1}{\cos \theta} \rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Substituting eqs. (20) and (22) into eq. (19) the result is

$$\sigma_{x,\text{GEOM}}^2 = d^2 \int_0^{\pi/2} P(\theta) \left[ \frac{1}{\cos \theta} - \langle \frac{1}{\cos \theta} \rangle \right]^2 d\theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The normalized detection probability distribution is expressed as

$$P(\theta) = \frac{W(\theta)}{\int_0^{\pi/2} W(\theta) d\theta},$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $$W(\theta)$$ is the weighting function given by

$$W(\theta) = \int_{r_s}^{R_s} I(r_s) \Delta \psi (r_s, \theta) dr_s.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Here, $$R_s$$ is the radius of the sample, and $$I(r_s)$$ is the normalized neutron intensity incident on the sample at a given sample radius $$r_s$$. Defined further in a following
paragraph, $\Delta \psi(r_s, \theta)$ is the "detection coverage" for a given emittance angle and sample radius.

The neutron beam used for NDP measurements at NBS is circular in cross section with a maximum, uniform intensity diameter of 9.5 mm. Beyond this diameter, the intensity falls off linearly with a half width at maximum of 13 mm. Since a sample may be positioned at any angle $\xi$, relative to the neutron beam axis, the sample will see an ellipsoidal neutron intensity distribution. For a given sample radius, $r_s$, and independent of sample circumferential angle $\phi$, an equivalent or average neutron beam radius $R_{nb}$, is determined as

$$R_{nb} = \frac{r_s}{\pi/2} \int_0^{\pi/2} \left[ \cos^2 \xi \cos^2 \phi + \sin^2 \phi \right]^{1/2} d\phi,$$  

(26)

from which a normalized neutron intensity $I(r_s)$ is determined from the actual beam map using $R_{nb}$.

For on-axis geometry as shown in fig. 3 where the sample and detector faces are parallel, and the sample normal from its center intersects the detector center, a detector coverage value $A \#(r_s, \theta)$ may be determined from

$$R_s^2 = S^2 + r_s^2 - 2r_sS \cos(\Delta \psi/2)$$

(77)

with

$$S = D \tan \theta.$$  

(28)

Here, $R_d$ is the detector radius, $D$ is the sample to detector distance, $\theta$ is the emittance angle, $S$ is the radius of the emittance cone in the plane of the detector, $r_s$ is a given sample radius, and $\Delta \psi$ is the maximum angle to which the emittance cone intersects the detector. Eq. (27) is solved for $\Delta \psi$ and expressed as

$$\Delta \psi(r_s, \theta) = 2 \arccos \left[ \frac{S^2 + r_s^2 - R_d^2}{2r_sS} \right].$$

(29)

When the arc cos argument is less than $-1$, the entire emittance cone intersects the detector, and $\Delta \psi = 2\pi$. When the arc cos argument is greater than 1, the emittance cone does not intersect the detector and $\Delta \psi = 0$.

Summarizing, with the detection coverage expressed by eq. (29) and the normalized neutron intensity determined by eq. (26) and the neutron beam map, the weighting function expressed by eq. (25) is numerically evaluated for a given emittance angle. The weighting function evaluations are then used to determine numerically the normalized detection probability distribution expressed by eq. (24) which is used to determine $\sigma_{y,\text{GEOM}}$ given by eq. (23). Once $\sigma_{y,\text{GEOM}}$ is determined, the geometrical acceptance angle contribution to energy broadening, $\sigma_{y,\text{GEOM}}$, is calculated according to eq. (18).

A normalized detection probability distribution as calculated by eq. (24) is presented in fig. 4. Also displayed in fig. 4 are the results of a Monte Carlo calculation of the probability distribution. The Monte Carlo distribution contains $1.5 \times 10^6$ successful trials and verifies the validity of the numerical calculation.

An example evaluation of each of the four contributions to energy broadening is presented in fig. 5 for protons emitted by helium-3 in nickel. Note that the
total energy broadening is determined primarily by system noise and energy straggling.

2.2. Depth profile deconvolution

2.2.1. Chi-square minimization method

The solution of the convolution integral, eq. (8), for a depth profile by the chi-square minimization method is as follows. The form of the depth profile is assumed and its function is placed within the integrand. For a given set of parameters describing the function (such as the mean and standard deviation for a Gaussian profile), the integral is then numerically evaluated by the adaptive incremental Simpson's method [13] for each channel of the measured spectrum using stopping power values tabulated by Ziegler [14]. This distribution is normalized to the same area (total counts) as the measured spectrum and represents the convoluted profile. The convoluted profile should simulate the measured spectrum whereby a goodness of fit is indicated by a chi-square value. The chi-square value is determined as

$$\chi^2 = \frac{1}{N - P} \sum \left( \frac{Y_n - Y'_n}{\sigma_{Y_n}} \right)^2,$$

where $N$ is the number of channels in the spectrum, $P$ is the number of parameters describing the depth profile function, $Y_n$ is the measured counts in channel $n$ with a Poisson counting uncertainty of $\sigma_{Y_n}$, and $Y'_n$ is the calculated counts in channel $n$. If the chi-square value has not been minimized, a different set of parameters describing the depth profile function is chosen and the above evaluation is repeated. When chi-square has been minimized, the assumed profile function is normalized to the area of the measured spectrum and thus represents the deconvoluted depth profile. Uncertainties associated with the final parameters describing the de-convoluted profile are then calculated according to the graphical formalism of Rogers [15].

2.2.2. Van Cittert deconvolution method

Another technique to determine depth profiles from measured spectra is the iterative Van Cittert deconvolution method. This method does not require trial and error assumptions of the depth profile function. However, the method does require that both the measured and deconvoluted profiles be smooth and slowly varying. When eq. (8) is represented as

$$Y_n = \sum_n C_n G(E_n, E(x)),$$

where $C_n$ is the number of counts in channel $n$ representing the deconvoluted profile, and $G(E_n, E(x))$ is the integral of the energy response function, the Van Cittert method evaluates the deconvoluted profile after $i$ iterations as

$$C_{n,i} = C_{n,i-1} + Y_n - \sum_n C_{n,i-1} G(E_n, E(x)).$$

The first iteration uses $C_{n,0} = Y_n$. After several iterations, the corrections to the $i$th evaluation consist mostly of noise. Therefore, after the last iteration, the noise is smoothed [16] by evaluating

$$C_n = C_{n,i} - i \left[ Y_n - \sum_n C_{n,i} G(E_n, E(x)) \right],$$

which then represents the deconvoluted depth profile.

3. Results

The chi-square minimization method was used to deconvolute the proton peak of the surface helium-3 layer on aluminum presented in fig. 1. A delta function at the surface of the sample was assumed and is represented by the broken line in fig. 6. This function was convoluted and is displayed as the solid curve in the figure with the measured data represented by solid circles. The assumed delta distribution is not displayed to the same scale as the convoluted spectrum which is normalized to the same area as the measured spectrum. The convoluted distribution closely matches the measured data over most of the spectrum. The measured data indicates that helium may have diffused into the aluminum and become trapped below the surface.

A NDP measurement of a silicon nitride layer on silicon with a silicon dioxide overcoat [17] is presented in fig. 7. The proton peak from the $^{14}N(n, p)^{14}C$ reaction was deconvoluted by the chi-square minimization method employing a square wave function for the silicon nitride layer. The resulting deconvoluted depth profile, which is displayed by broken lines, indicates that the silicon nitride layer is $80 \pm 1$ nm thick and that
the overcoat is 459 ± 1 nm thick. A Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurement performed on the same sample determined a silicon nitride thickness of 80 nm with a 470 nm overcoat.

The results from a NDP measurement of a nitrogen implant at 90 keV to a dose of $5 \times 10^{21}$ at. m$^{-2}$ in a tungsten carbide–cobalt alloy [18] is presented in fig. 8. Again, the chi square minimization method was used to deconvolute the spectrum. The resulting deconvoluted depth profile is represented as a truncated Gaussian with a mean depth of 53 ± 2 nm and a standard deviation of 49 ± 2 nm. An expected result of deconvolution is that the deconvoluted profile, which is normalized to the same area as the measured distribution, displays a more sharply peaked distribution than the measured data.

Fig. 9 presents the results of a NDP measurement for a 150 keV helium-3 implant in single crystal nickel to a dose of $2 \times 10^{20}$ at. m$^{-2}$. A Pearson IV distribution [19] was employed using the chi-square minimization method for deconvolution. The deconvoluted depth profile is characterized by a mean depth of 365.5 ± 0.1 nm, a standard deviation of 112.2 ± 0.2 nm, a skewness of $-2.075 \pm 0.002$, and a kurtosis of $26.94 \pm 0.05$. The deconvoluted depth profile is also presented in fig. 10 with the results from the Winterbon four moment computer code [20], and the Monte Carlo TRIM code [21]. The moments for each of the above three profiles are...
listed in table 2. The discrepancies between the deconvoluted NDP measurement and the predicted profiles maybe due to the lack of sufficiently accurate stopping power evaluations in the computer codes, and possible channeling effects in the single crystal nickel sample which are not accounted for by the computer codes.

Deconvolution of the 150 keV helium-3 implant discussed above was also performed by the Van Cittert method. The resulting deconvoluted depth profile is presented in fig. 11. The Van Cittert calculation was performed with seven iterations and closely matches the result of the chi-square minimization method which is also displayed in the figure.

4. Discussion

The Van Cittert method of deconvolution is limited to slowly varying distributions. For example, delta or square wave depth profiles cannot be treated due to their infinite slopes at the sides of the distribution. Also, the Van Cittert method requires good counting statistics in the original measured data else nonphysical perturba-
tions are introduced into the resulting deconvoluted profile. For these reasons the helium-3 surface layer and the nitrogen measurements could not be deconvoluted by this method.

The chi-square minimization method of deconvolution can be used with any distribution and has no requirements pertaining to counting statistics. However, this method, unlike the Van Cittert method, requires apriori knowledge of the depth profile. For example, ion implants in metals are widely known to be best modeled by a four moment distribution. Therefore, the 150 keV helium-3 implant in nickel data was deconvoluted assuming a Pearson IV distribution. The NDP measurement technique has high sensitivity to helium-3 and the resulting high precision counting statistics enabled the four moments to be unambiguously extracted from the data. NDP has less sensitivity to nitrogen than helium because the reaction cross section is a factor of 3000 smaller. Thus, the poorer counting statistics of the nitrogen implant data in tungsten carbide–cobalt did not justify deconvolution with a Pearson IV distribution. The nitrogen implant data was, however, adequately modeled by a truncated Gaussian distribution.

It has been demonstrated that NDP spectra can be deconvoluted by the iterative, chi-square minimization method. With suitable distributions, deconvolution can also be performed by the Van Cittert method.
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